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The yellow month
Lockdown caused the “yellow month” to arrive without really noticing. But, the Bietou, the Yellow Sorrel, the Canola and
many other species are celebrating in yellow abundance after three months of very good rain. In Agulhas rainfall from May
to July measured 160,8mm and at Waterford, the highest point in the park, 296mm.

Celebrating Women’s Month 2020
Women’s Day in South Africa is celebrated every year on August 9. In 2020 the day will be observed on August 10. 2020 is
an indescribable year with a virus attacking humanity all over the world and the whole month will be dedicated to women.
Women, and children, are experiencing the most violent attacks - even worse than usual. Our wish for Women’s month
2020, to all our SANParks female colleagues and South African women in general, is: be strong and be safe. Returning to
the message for World Nature Conservation Day, celebrated in July: a healthy environment is the foundation for a stable
and productive society. To ensure the wellbeing of present and future generations, we all must participate to protect,
conserve, and sustainably manage our natural resources. Let us also once again realise our dependence on God, the Great
Creator and our interdependence on one another - we are all part of the Earth's Ecosystem. For more information on
celebrations for 2020 go to https://www.vukuzenzele.gov.za/womens-month-celebrating-south-african-women.

Return rates from plant foraging on the Cape south coast: understanding early human economies
The Cape south coast of South Africa has attracted significant archaeological research because it hosts the earliest evidence
of human cultural and material complexity. Furthermore, the now-submerged Palaeo-Agulhas Plain provided habitat and
resources for humans during the emergence of modern behavioural traits. Using a human behavioural ecology approach—
optimal foraging theory—we sought to understand how this region’s flora may have contributed to the existence of early
humans along the Cape south coast. We conducted monthly plant food foraging excursions over a two-year period in the
seven main vegetation types that occur within the study area. Two (rarely three) local inhabitants harvested indigenous
edible plant parts in 30-min foraging bouts. A total of sixty-eight participants (of Khoe-San descent), with knowledge on
edible indigenous flora, contributed to 451 bouts. This study thus provides the largest published actualistic dataset on
plant foraging returns. Without any prior knowledge of spatial resource density, the foragers harvested a total of 90
different edible species and obtained an overall mean (±SD) hourly return of 0.66 ± 0.45 kg/h or 141 ± 221 kcal/h. Apart
from renosterveld, where winter returns were higher compared with summer, all other vegetation types showed no
seasonal difference in return rates. Plants, therefore, most likely played an important role as fallback or reliable staple
food in the Cape south coast. Edible resources were unevenly distributed spatially, with calorific returns ranging from 0 to
2079 kcal/h, with fewer — but productive — high-density areas or “hotspots”. Sand fynbos (246 ± 307 kcal/h) and dune
fynbos-thicket mosaic (214 ± 303 kcal/h) yielded significantly higher returns than other vegetation types (except for
riparian). Prior knowledge of such hotspots, both within and among vegetation types, would have offered a significant
foraging advantage. Finally, we provide the first quantified evidence that forager-extracted plant returns are significantly
higher—nearly three times higher—in recently burnt sand and limestone fynbos vegetation. This supports Deacon’s
hypothesis that hunter-gatherers could have improved their return rates by purposely burning Cape vegetation (i.e. “firestick farming”) to give them access to temporally abundant geophyte "hotspots". We also demonstrate the current
challenges when comparing plant return rates across different studies and discuss the benefits of using participants that
are not full-time hunter gatherers. (Authors: M. Susan Botha, Richard M. Cowling, Karen J. Esler, Jan C. de Vynck, Naomi E.
Cleghorn, Alastair J. Potts)
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/quaternary-science-reviews/vol/235/suppl/C
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What did the Western Cape’s original veld look like
The conservation of renosterveld in the Western Cape is being widely researched, discussed
and written about. In 2018 an article on the conservation of renosterveld was published in the
Landbouweekblad. A reader, Frans Hugo, reacted to the article with some interesting
comments. Slangbos (Stoebe plumosa) is one of the species that grows abundantly in
renosterveld. It is called ‘bankrotbossie’ in the Free State where it grows profusely in
overgrazed veld and the farmer went bankrupt because of overgrazing his land. The
‘bankrotbossie’ is thus seen as a pioneer plant as the Renosterbos is seen on old fields in the G. Van Deventer
Agulhas National Park; especially after a fire. In the 1960s Prof C.L. Wicht, associated with the Forestry faculty of the
Stellenbosch University at the time, was convinced that the present veld in the Western Cape consisted of pioneer plants
that took over because of regular burning of the veld by the early inhabitants of the area to hunt wildlife more easily; from
there the dominant Renosterbos and Slangbos of today. He was of the opinion that the original Western Cape veld was
rooigras
Rooigras (Themeda triandra). The same accounts for the Karoo’s vegetation. Frans Hugo did
some extensive work in the Karoo in the 1970s. The dominant vegetation was woody
Karoobossies with big open spaces in between. One day he received a phone call from Gerrit
Visser of the farm Komkommerleegte near Fraserburg, inviting him to visit the farm. To his
amazement he was met with fields of Rooigras together with a variety of edible grasses in
between. This was brought about practising conservation farming. The question is thus, did
the original Western Cape veld changed and disappeared because of too many veld fires?
af.wikipedia.org
(Landbouweekblad, 26/10/2018)
Rooigras, Themeda triandra
Rooigras is a perennial grass growing up to 1,5m, reddish in colour, growing in renosterveld and grassy fynbos; widespread in sub-Saharan Africa, many
varieties of which are excellent grazing from September to June. (MUSTART, COWLING, ALBERTYN. 2003. Southern Overberg Wild Flower guide 8)
New book published: Field guide to Renosterveld of the Overberg. Odette Curtis et al. Struik Nature.

Historic herbarium specimens as bio-cultural assets: an examination of herbarium specimens and their in situ plant
communities of the Agulhas National Park, South Africa: abstract - Carly R. Cowell, Pippin M. L. Anderson, Wendy A.
Annecke
Globally there is a need for protected areas to conserve both biodiversity and heritage. Historic
specimen localities, although significant to botanists, are not known or recognised under the global
heritage umbrella, yet they form an important component of the protected area landscape. We aimed
to articulate the conservation and heritage value of herbarium specimens, and make the links between
people, botanical culture and nature explicit in order to argue the case that historic specimens and
their associated in situ plant populations are bio-cultural heritage assets. This paper bridges the gap
between biodiversity conservation and culture by confirming the presence of historic plant localities in
the Agulhas National Park, from collections made prior to 1914. Once confirmed, present historic plant Dr Annecke and Dr
localities can be included into protected area conservation management and heritage portfolios and Cowell in the veld
with colleagues
ensure a continued contribution to knowledge generation through conservation of these historic sites.
Historic specimens and their associated in situ localities are valuable to both ecological study and conservation around the
world and this paper highlights an emerging facet to science of the influence of people on the natural landscape. We
found 29 of 32 historic localities with the same plant species still existing within the Agulhas National Park. Historic
specimen localities thus link the past with the current and future management of a protected area. (SOURCE: People Nat.
2020; 00:1–12. https://doi.org/10.1002/pan3.10087) To be followed up by further extracts from the article. Both Dr Carly
Cowell and Dr Wendy Annecke worked at the SANParks Cape Research Centre in Cape Town until 2018 and 2019
respectively.
BirdLife Overberg Birding courses on line via Zoom
Celebrating bird-watching at some of South Africa’s top birding destinations, 15 & 26 August 2020.
South Africa’s summer migrants, 19 – 27 August 2020.
For more information, cost and to register, contact Elaine at mwjasser@mweb.co.za or WhatsApp at 082 455 8402 or
Anton at birding@overberg.co.za or WhatsApp at 082 550 3347.
The swallows of the Agulhas Plain – Wim De Klerk
There are four swallow species that occur regularly in the Agulhas Plain – Barn, Greater Striped, White-throated and Pearlbreasted, all of them migrants. The Agulhas Plain Birding Project has given us some interesting insights into these swallows.
The Barn Swallow, Europese swael, Hirundo rustica (431 sightings) arrives late September and departs between March and
May every year. It is a Palearctic non-breeding migrant which is the most abundant swallow in our area. About 88 million
of these birds enter Africa each year! The majority South African specimens come from Russia, it is believed, a distance of
11 000km away and usually seen in large flocks in any habitat. The Greater Striped Swallow, Grootstreepswael, Cecropis
cuculata (345 sightings) is the second most common swallow and a breeding intra-African migrant with its non-breeding
grounds in western central Africa. It is usually seen in mixed parties with other swallows or swifts, often as a pair or a small
group around farmyards. They arrive in August and September and usually depart in April. The White-throated Swallow,
Witkeelswael, Hirundo albigularis (268 sightings) arrives in August and departs in March and April. It is usually seen in
pairs, sitting on a fence near some small stream, vlei or canal, often in mixed parties with other swallows. The Whitethroated is a breeding intra-African swallow with non-breeding grounds reported to be in Angola, Zambia and the DRC.
The Pearl-breasted Swallow, Pêrelborsswael, H dimidiata (102 sightings) is the least common swallow and can be confused
with the uncommon Common House-martin. It is a breeding summer visitor to the Agulhas Plain, but little is known about
its non-breeding grounds, possibly Gauteng, the Okavango region and even as far North as the DRC. The Lesser Striped
Swallow was recorded once at Nachtwacht, but this is considered a vagrant. So, the next time you see a swallow on a
fence, appreciate that it could have flown between 1000 to 11 000km just to visit our beloved Agulhas Plain!
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The Agulhas National Park’s Climate Change Programme
As we reported the previous three eBulletins on the purpose of the Climate Change programme, we provide with the last
four actions to achieve the programme. These actions focus on mitigation (reducing carbon emissions to slow and reduce
climate change) and adaptation (making changes to cope better with the changing climate). The first of these, an
assessment of the park’s carbon footprint has just been completed and will assist in informing measures to reduce the
park’s contribution to national carbon emissions. Mitigation can also be achieved by removing carbon from the
atmosphere. The park’s ability to mitigate climate change in this way will be assessed by conducting a snapshot assessment
of carbon storage within the park. Wetlands for example, are known to store lots of carbon. Nature provides many
opportunities to assist in adapting to climate change. One of the key actions of the plan is to evaluate the ecosystembased adaptation potential of ‘Working for-‘ programmes (e.g. fire risk reduction from alien clearing or flood reduction
from wetland restoration). Lastly the impact of the implementation programmes will be monitored, evaluated and
adapted against the programme objectives and targets.
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Why are boats named after women?
For centuries, mankind has braved the ocean in an effort to explore the wide-open spaces of the world. Boating is now
more of a past time than a necessity, although many of the old nautical traditions still exist. One of the most enduring
traditions of the sea is the concept of naming a vessel. Boats are historically named after women, although it has always
been a bit of a mystery as to why this tradition exists. Since the beginning of recorded history, man has used water vessels
to travel and explore the world. Each civilization has its own traditions regarding naming boats, but they are most often
feminine names named after important female figures, either historical, personal or important women in the captain’s life.
Naming a sea vessel is an important tradition before the inaugural launch of the ship. There is an extensive, precise
ceremony that most captains follow to ward off any bad luck. The name is chosen, painted on the ship, and the ship then
cast off on its maiden voyage following the blessing. A number of ships are named after historical figures, hoping that the
name will bring the ship safely home. Naming a fishing vessel Diana, for example, might be done in the hopes of a good
catch, as Diana is considered to be The Huntress of popular folklore. A feminine name is also selected with the idea of
safety and protection, and that the sea will mother and protect the vessel on its journeys just as a mother watches over her
children. If you wish to rename a used boat or realise later you chose the wrong name and wish to change her name, there
is the boat de-naming and re-naming ceremony that will help you avoid angering the gods of the seas and winds. The
tradition of using the feminine form in a language for ship names continued and is still present today. Read more at
https://catamaranguru.com/education/trivia-a-fun-facts/why-are-boats-named-after-women.
What really happened to the Joanna on that fateful day – Jimmy Herbert
The Joanna was an English East-Indiaman, 550 tons, en route from Batavia to
Amsterdam when she met her unfortunate fate on the Cape Agulhas coast. Her
cargo consisted of sugar, tobacco and rubber, 70 chests of pieces-of-eight and
silver bullion. According to a diary, found in a London library, written by an
unknown sailor (today presumed to be the second mate) on the Joanna at the
time, it was in the early hours of June 8, 1682 according to the Gregorial
calendar (the diarist enters it as May 29 – Julian) that they approached the most
southern tip of Africa, Cape Agulhas. This sailor repeatedly reported to the
captain and chief mate that he was convinced they were close to land. He based
this on the fact that the wind and the water reacted like there is land between the ship and the wind. As it was they must
have already been in the lee of Quoin Point − as he put it "shut up under the land" − and miraculously sailing for more than
two to three kilometers in between treacherous reefs without hitting any. As the Joanna unknowingly approached the
shore, today known as “Die Dam”, she gently struck one of the last of these treacherous parallel-lying reefs. The captain
immediately tried to escape a watery grave by turning the ship to the open sea. Then the stern section struck, her tiller
broke and the whole ship turned and was driven onto the reef. The men ran to the pumps and found the water already up
to the gun deck. To make matters worse the sea was breaking over the weather side and the ship was breaking up fast. As
it became light and they looked around for a safe area to approach the shore, they saw rocky land a mile away to the westnorth-west, northeast lay a long beach and east by south there was sandy land three leagues away (Cape Agulhas). When
they looked seawards, to their horror they saw all the reefs running miles out to sea and realised that had they foundered
there, they truly would all have been lost. On this fateful day the Joanna became the first English East-Indiaman to be
wrecked on South African shores and all those on board were the first unwilling English visitors to the Overberg.
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